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Abstract. The construction of two demonstrators of thermoacoustic engines
is proposed in this paper, using common material from hardware stores. A
brief discussion about the thermoacoustic effect highlights the main parameters
controlling the generation of self-sustained acoustic oscillations from heat. The
construction of the two tabletop demonstrators is then described in detail, so
that they can be reproduced with minimum equipment (rice, steel wool, and
other hardware easy to find in hardware stores). Experimental results are also
presented for both engines and a discussion about their use for teaching purpose
is also provided.
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1. Introduction

There is a large number of problems in acoustics in which considering the propagation
of sound as an adiabatic process is a good assumption. It is usual to characterise
the acoustic process by means of pressure and velocity fluctuations, but a gas
parcel submitted to an acoustic wave also experiences temperature (and density)
fluctuations. The temperature of a gas parcel compressed adiabatically rises (as can
be experienced when operating a bicycle hand pump), while adiabatic expansion leads
to a temperature decrease (think of the cold gas coming out of a spray can). Still
considering an adiabatic process, the temperature fluctuations τ(t) of a gas parcel
can be easily calculated from its pressure fluctuations p(t), using the relation [1, 2]
p = ρ0Cpτ , where ρ0 and Cp respectively stand for the mean (non-oscillating) density
and for the isobaric heat capacity of the fluid. Having in mind an order of magnitude of
the amplitude of these fluctuations is important: if one considers for instance a plane
wave propagating through air under standard conditions (static pressure P0 = 105 Pa,
temperature T0 = 300 K) with frequency f = 200 Hz, and if the associated pressure
level is fixed to the threshold of pain for human hearing 20 log10 (prms/p0) = 120 dBSPL

where p0 = 2× 10−5 Pa stands for the pressure at the human hearing threshold,
then the peak amplitude of pressure fluctuations is equal to pp = 20

√
2 Pa, the peak

amplitude of gas displacement equals ξp = pp/(2πρ0c0f) ≈ 50 µm where c0 stands

http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/0143-0807/38/1/015101
http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/0143-0807/38/1/015101
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for the adiabatic sound speed, while the peak amplitude of temperature fluctuation,
equals τp ≈ 23 mK. From these values, one can conclude that temperature (as well
as pressure) fluctuations are very small even at large acoustic levels, but it is also
noticeable that the temperature gradient experienced by a gas parcel during half an
acoustic cycle, namely τp/ξp ≈ 460 K/m, is not small.

However, the assumption of an adiabatic process fails as soon as the propagation
of an acoustic wave through a porous medium is considered. In such situation, the
thermal coupling between the solid frame and the oscillating fluid leads to sound
attenuation due to irreversible heat exchanges between the fluid and the solid, taking
place within the so-called thermal boundary layers. Actually, and although the heat
conductivity of a gas is generally very small (typically 26 mW/m/K for air), the losses
due to heat diffusion have the same order of magnitude than the viscous losses in
porous materials. The mechanism by which acoustic energy is dissipated is a relaxation
process, which itself is due to the existence of a phase shift between pressure and
temperature fluctuations in the vicinity of the solid walls. Due to this phase shift, the
small amount of heat that a gas parcel gives to the solid during its phase of greatest
condensation is larger than the amount of heat given by the solid to the gas parcel
during its phase of greatest rarefaction.

There is nonetheless a way to transform attenuation into amplification of sound
if one finds a mean to provide heat to the gas parcel during its phase of greatest
condensation, and (partly) take it away during its phase of greatest rarefaction. This
amplification process was identified more than one century ago by Lord Rayleigh in
his famous textbook [3] when trying to explain qualitatively the operation of devices
giving rise to sound generation from heat, such as the Sondhauss tube [4] and the
Rijke tube [5]. More generally, the phase relationship between pressure oscillations
and the rate of unsteady heat released to the gas is a key control parameter (now
referred to as the Rayleigh criterion) which governs the generation of sound from
heat. This Rayleigh criterion prevails for the description of combustion instabilities
in gas turbines and rocket engines [6], as it also prevails for thermoacoustic engines
which are within the scope of this article.

A sketch of a simple thermoacoustic engine is provided in figure 1. The basic
principle of such a device involves the application of a steep temperature gradient
along a porous medium (the so-called stack) inserted inside an acoustic resonator: if
the temperature has the appropriate sign and amplitude (typically larger than τp/ξp),
then the thermal coupling between the fluid and the gas may give rise to the reversal of
natural heat exchange processes, or in other words (and accordingly with the Rayleigh
criterion) to the promotion of acoustic oscillations from the provision of heat during
the phase of greatest condensation of a gas parcel. This will lead to the onset of self-
sustained acoustic oscillations at the frequency of the most unstable acoustic mode of
the device.

Though nowadays the thermoacoustic effect (more precisely the one involved in
thermoacoustic engines) is studied by an international scientific community, it has
long been considered as a curiosity. It was probably first observed by glass-blowers
that their cold blowing cane would sometimes emit a low pitch continuous sound
as a molten glass gob was mounted on it. The oldest evidence of a thermoacoustic
engine strictly speaking comes from 16th century Japan, with the diary of a Buddhist
monk referring to an object called “Kibitsunokama”, which translates as “Kettle of
Kibitsu”. A collection of tales published in 1776 [7] gives a better description of it:
this instrument, that is still used today during ceremonies in the Shintoist temple
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of quarter-wave length thermoacoustic
engine with main dimensions. (b) (Arbitrary) temperature distribution in the
fluid, imposed by a couple of heat exchangers, varying between Tc and Th. (c)
Schematic representation of the amplitude distribution of acoustic pressure p
(green, maximum at closed end and null at open end) and particular velocity
v (blue, null at closed end and maximum at open end), normalised by their
maximum value.

of Kibitsu, consists of a barrel mounted on an iron bowl containing water. A mesh
screen in the barrel is loaded with rice. Put on a fire, the Kibitsunokama will emit
a sound much like the bellowing of an ox [7]. The objective of this paper is neither
to provide a detailed description of the thermoacoustic effect (which can be found
elsewhere [8, 9, 10]) nor to present new research results on the topic, but it is rather
to explain how to build two simple versions of the devices mentioned above with
minimum equipment.

Several tabletop build-ups of thermoacoustic engines (and refrigerators) have been
proposed in the literature [11, 12, 13, 14, 15], but they usually require either materials
that are not commonly available (such as square pore ceramics used in catalytic
exhaust systems, or machined parts of complex geometry) or minimum scientific
hardware (e.g. a DC power supply). The two devices described in this paper are
portable (they are compact and do not necessary require an electrical input) and very
easy to build using widely available materials. We believe that these two devices could
be used easily for teaching purpose in order to illustrate basic concepts of acoustics,
thermodynamics, or self-sustained oscillations. Section 2 presents the most important
design guidelines for building a simple thermoacoustic oscillator. The construction of a
test tube thermoacoustic engine (a modern version of the Sondhauss tube) is presented
in section 3, and a Kibitsunokama rice-based thermoacoustic engine is described in
section 4. Finally, a conclusion is provided in section 5, where the possible use of these
two devices for teaching purposes is highlighted.

2. Basic principles and design guidelines

Two operating principles are to be distinguished for the thermoacoustic effect,
according to the conversion process. In both cases, the review paper [9] is a good
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starting point for more complete information.
The first case consists in sustaining a large amplitude acoustic wave through

a porous material initially at uniform temperature. The porous material is usually
called a stack, because first realisations were made of a pile of thin plates (but any
open cell porous media could be used instead). The properly phased displacement
and variations of pressure of a small volume of gas allows for it to give away a bit of
its heat to the surrounding colder walls when the gas is compressed and “hot”, and
further take away a bit of heat from the slightly warmer walls when the gas parcel
is dilated and cold. By a cumulative effect, heat is advected from an extremity of
the stack to the other and a temperature gradient gradually emerges. This use of
an acoustic work to produce a thermal gradient is the definition of a thermoacoustic
heat-pump or refrigerator, whether the hot or cold side of the system is used. These
systems will not be treated further here. Instructions to build a tabletop demonstrator
of thermoacoustic refrigerator may be found in reference [16].

The second case, the one we are interested in, is the reciprocate effect. Consider
a gas parcel oscillating in a porous material subject to a temperature gradient ∆T/ls
along the stack of length ls. For a sufficiently large temperature difference ∆T along
the stack, and with the proper phase-shift between its displacement and the pressure
oscillation, this parcel receives a small amount of heat from the stack when it is
compressed and hot, and further gives away a bit of heat to the colder stack when
it is dilated and cold. The gas oscillation is thus amplified by the presence of the
temperature gradient in the stack. If this thermoacoustic amplification is large enough
to compensate all losses in the system, self-sustained oscillations are generated at the
frequency of the most unstable mode of the acoustic network. This system is then
called a thermoacoustic prime-mover or engine.

At the threshold of the autonomous oscillations, the behaviour of thermoacoustic
engines with a known geometry (in particular that of the pores of the stack) can be
described thanks to the linear theory of thermoacoustics [8, 9]. This theory however
fails to predict accurately the behaviour once the self-sustained instability is initiated.
Indeed, the saturation of the oscillation in the singing engine is piloted by different
nonlinear effects due to the high acoustic amplitudes (amongst them: acoustically
enhanced heat conduction, acoustically induced streaming, wave steepening or vortex
generation at the ends of the stack). Therefore, the development of an analytical
model able to predict accurately the operation of a thermoacoustic engine is a hard
task [17], even for the simple demonstrators presented hereafter.

Nevertheless, some general principles for the configurations presented here can
be considered. In this paper, we will limit ourselves to the simple configuration of a
stack placed into a resonator open at one end and closed at the other. A schematic
view of such a quarter-wavelength thermoacoustic engine is given in figure 1, showing
the main elements and dimensions for its characterisation. In this configuration, the
working frequency f of the engine is given by the length of the open/close resonator,
and is approximated as f ' c0/4L, where c0 ' 346 m s−1 is the speed of sound in air
at room temperature.

The stack is where the thermoacoustic conversion takes place. It must allow the
passage of the acoustic wave and therefore have open pores with a low resistance
to fluid flow. The pore size, which is evaluated by the average hydraulic radius
rh (ratio of the cross sectional area to the wet perimeter), must be such that the
heat exchanges between the gas subject to a standing wave and the solid walls are
quasi-adiabatic. This condition is fulfilled for a pore size of a few times the thermal
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Figure 2. Thermoacoustic engine built from a test tube and a small piece of
fine or medium steel wool (enlarged at bottom left). A strip of wet paper towel
is wrapped around the cold extremity of the stack to maintain its temperature.
The heat source is a small spirit lamp, or a lighter. The color of the steel is
a good indicator of the temperature reached at the hot extremity of the stack:
straw yellow indicates a temperature of ∼210 ◦C, brown indicates ∼260 ◦C and
deep blue ∼310 ◦C [18].

boundary layer thickness rh ∼ 2.5δκ, the latter being frequency dependent such that
δκ ∼ 2.6× 10−3/

√
f for air at ambient pressure.

For the thermoacoustic amplification to take place, the temperature gradient has
to be imposed appropriately. For the case of a quarter wavelength thermoacoustic
prime-mover considered in this paper, the temperature gradient must be oriented
accordingly with the axial gradient of pressure amplitude of the acoustic mode
(otherwise damping would occur instead of amplification). Since thermoacoustic
amplification depends on both the relative amplitude of pressure and velocity
fluctuations, there exists an optimum position of the stack along the waveguide to
minimise the threshold or to maximise the efficiency of power conversion. In the
examples described below, the optimum position of the stack is around one quarter
to one third of the length of the resonator, hopt ≈ L/4 or L/3, starting from the rigid
plug (see figure 1).

3. Test tube thermoacoustic engine

Following the principles given above, one of the simplest thermoacoustic engine can
be built with very few materials, namely steel wool, a test tube and a burner.

3.1. Making it

The configuration pictured on figure 2 uses a 140 mm long pyrex test tube of 14 mm
in diameter. The stack is a 20 × 40 mm2 fine steel wool rectangle, cut in a common
unrolled steel wool pad. The rectangle is rolled along its width and inserted to three
quarters of the length of the tube (i.e. at 4.5 cm of the end). The tube is heated
below the end of the stack on the closed side of the tube with a flame, either a
lighter or a small spirit lamp. The other side of the stack is maintained at ambient
temperature by a soaked paper towel strip rolled around the pipe. A short video
clip, showing the fabrication and a run of the engine, has been made available at
https://youtu.be/owbjLWrC86g. Built with a 14 cm tube, this engine sings at a
frequency close to f ' c0/4L = 630 Hz. The average pore size for which the onset

https://youtu.be/owbjLWrC86g
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of (a) the acoustic pressure p at 10 cm of the
opening of the tube and (b) the temperatures Tc and Th close to respectively
the cold (blue) and hot (red) extremities of the stack. The vertical dashed lines
symbolise the instants the flame was lit and blown out.

temperature difference will be minimised is then rh ∼ 250 µm. Several trials might be
required to adjust the quantity of steel wool to obtain the ideal size of pores in the
stack.

3.2. Its performances

Figure 3(a) shows a recording of the acoustic pressure at 10 cm of the opening of the
tube. The flame is lit at t = 10 s, the engine starts to sing a few tens of seconds
later with a maximum sound level around Lac = 98 dBSPL (corresponding to peak
pressure variations of 2.3 Pa). It keeps singing as long as the temperature gradient is
maintained by the flame and the soaked paper, in this case until t = 200 s when the
flame is blown out. The temperature distribution in the engine is hard to evaluate.
If available, thermocouples can be integrated in the engine to give a coarse insight of
the evolution of the temperature, as shown in figure 3(b), even if the incertitude on
the position of the thermocouples and their weak coupling with the oscillating fluid do
not allow for absolute measurements. The colour of the iron oxide layer at the surface
of the steel wool (see insert in figure 2) is however a good indicator of the maximum
temperature reached at the hot side of the stack: depending on the flame used, Th
goes from 300 ◦C to >400 ◦C, thus covering a range from purple-blue to gray-blue [18].

Figure 4 shows another view of the same measurements in which a zoom has been
performed around the onset of the auto-oscillation, with a focus on the temperature at
the cold extremity of the stack. The behaviour of this engine appears simple enough
during this period so that different theoretical stages can be qualitatively isolated in
accordance with the linear theory of thermoacoustics [8, 9]. At first, the temperature
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Figure 4. Zoom on the onset of the acoustic instability. Temporal evolution of
(a) the acoustic pressure variation at 10 cm of the opening of the tube and (b)
the temperature Tc close to the cold extremity of the stack. Three regimes can be
distinguished. (1): Stability. (2): Exponential growth of amplitude, fitted with
the black curve. (3): Progressive saturation by thermoacoustic heat transport.

gradient (Th − Tc)/ls is not high enough for the thermoacoustic amplification to
compensate the losses in the whole set-up. Acoustic perturbations are damped (state
labelled 1, until t = 44.5 s). The evolution of the cold temperature Tc is at this
point controlled mainly by the heat diffusion through the stack. When a sufficient
temperature gradient has been reached, any small acoustic perturbation is amplified
exponentially at the frequency of the least stable mode of the engine (here the quarter-
wavelength mode), as is predicted by the linear theory of thermoacoustics [8, 9] (state
2, from 44.5 s to 45.6 s). The black curves are an exponential fit of the acoustic
amplitude. Thermoacoustic amplification then moves away from an exponential
growth due to several saturation processes (state 3). One of these saturation processes
consists of thermoacoustic streaming, namely the advective heat transport from the
hot to the cold side of the stack induced by acoustic oscillations. As the amplitude
of the acoustic oscillation rises, this acoustic heat pumping adds to the conduction.
Thus Tc rises at an increased rate and Th grows more slowly: the amplitude growth
of the acoustic oscillation slows down and saturates when a thermal equilibrium is
reached (i.e. after ∼100 s, see figure 3).

The construction of this thermoacoustic engine requires just a few elements, that
are common in a scientific laboratory and inexpensive. It can therefore easily be built
by students in many copies for further experimental studies, as will be discussed in
section 5.

4. Kibitsunokama: a rice-based thermoacoustic engine

An equivalent construction of the traditional Kibitsunokama is proposed here, which
itself is inspired from the demonstrator presented by Pr. Ueda during the 2nd
International Workshop on Thermoacoustics in Sendai, Japan on May 2014. This
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configuration, in addition to the use of rice as the stack material, has the advantage of
requiring a limited temperature difference for its operation: the cold side of the stack
remains almost at room temperature, when the hot side only reaches 100 ◦C.

4.1. Building it

Figure 5(a) shows a photography of different elements that can be used to build a rice-
based thermoacoustic engine for less than 30e: long grain rice (1), grids to support
the rice (2), a worm gear clamp (3), a fireplace pipe clean-out cap with flat bottom
(4), a ventilation duct connector (5), a ventilation duct reducer (6), a flexible foil
ventilation ducting (7), or a single wall chimney pipe (8) that can replace elements
(5-7) and a 20 cL cup (9). Elements (3) through (8) have a diameter of 125 mm. They
can be found in the ventilation or heating area of a local hardware store. The different
elements are put together so that the engine total length is L = 46 cm and the stack is
positioned at h = 5.5 cm of the closed end. One of the grid is rigid enough to support
the rice but its perforations are too large and let the rice through. It is stacked with a
second grid, finer but pliable, that has been cut out of a frying pan spatter screen. The
cup (9) is used to measure both the water quantity and the rice quantity. A schematic
view of the assembled system is given on figure 5(b). The grids supporting the rice
are simply jammed in the bulge of the reducer. The position of the stack can easily be
modified by adjusting the height of the clamp (3) on the reducer (6). The flexible duct
can be extended to adjust the overall length L of the engine. The engine is driven
by an electric hotplate, which power is limited to a few hundreds watts. A higher
heating power allows to reach the boiling point faster, but the large amount of vapour
emitted rapidly warms the stack, thus impeding the thermoacoustic amplification to
take place. A video clip, showing the fabrication and a run of two configurations of
this engine, has been made available https://youtu.be/dBqa5t8nefo.

The onset condition being defined as the compensation of all losses, working on
the tightness of the different seals is primordial to get the longest and loudest sound.
Electrical tape between the pieces or duct tape over the seams greatly helps with
reducing the acoustical losses.

4.2. Its operation

Figure 6 presents measurements of the acoustic pressure variations and the
temperature on each side of the layer of rice. The time t = 0 is the instant at which
the engine is placed on the (cold) hotplate, and the power is switched on. Since the
engine starts to sing only a few minutes later, the first 10 min are compressed in the
representation. The engine starts to sing when a sufficient temperature difference
Th − Tc is reached between both sides of the layer of rice, at t = 625 s in this
measurement. The onset of the auto-oscillation takes place after 5 min to 10 min,
depending on the heating power. The working frequency is close to f ' 180 Hz.

The emitted acoustic level is unstable but can exceed Lac ' 116 dBSPL

(corresponding to 18 Pa) at its maximum value measured at 10 cm from the open end.
The sound maintains for 30 s to several minutes. For the results presented in figure 6,
the singing last for almost 90 seconds, time after which the temperature difference is
not enough anymore, due to the homogenisation of the temperature of the rice layer
by the steam passing through it. For the same reason, too much heat brings the water
to a violent boiling that releases an excessive amount of vapour escaping through the

https://youtu.be/dBqa5t8nefo
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Figure 5. Different elements for the build of a rice-based thermoacoustic engine.
(1): long grain rice, (2): grids to support the rice, (3): worm gear clamp, (4):
fireplace pipe clean-out cap with flat bottom, (5): ventilation duct connector (6):
ventilation duct reducer, (7): flexible foil ventilation ducting, (8): single wall
chimney pipe, (9): 20 cL cup. The final assembly is schematically presented on
the left.

rice and thus impeding the set-up of the temperature gradient. When the engine stops
to sing, taking it off the hotplate sometimes makes it start singing again abruptly, as
shown by the measurements on figure 6 at t = 715 s.

Basmati rice is the stack material that offered the best experimental results.
Other types of kernels with different size and shapes (cereals or beans) will provide
stacks with various porosity and pore size. For example, a green lentils stack works,
but the engine sings with a lower acoustic level Lac ' 95 dBSPL for only a few tens of
seconds.

The low temperature operation of this engine is allowed by the presence of water
vapour that facilitates the heat exchanges by condensing and evaporating at the
interface on the stack during each acoustic cycle. Though the phenomena involved are
not yet fully understood, experimental studies [19, 20] have shown that the presence
of the vapour can reduce the onset temperature gradient by ∼200 ◦C for water, and
even more for ethanol. The overall behaviour exhibited by this engine is more complex
than for the test tube engine. As clearly shown in figure 6, the device rapidly reaches
very high sound levels, but the dynamics of evolution of the amplitude exhibits a
complex behaviour with a succession of pulses before the final damping. The reason
why such a complicated dynamics is observed is not clear, but it might be related
to a competition between different high amplitude effects impacting the temperature
distribution in the device. Such kind of dynamics have already been reported in other
simple thermoacoustic devices [17, 21] and research works are still in progress to get
a deeper understanding of the processes saturating wave amplitude in thermoacoustic
oscillators.
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Figure 6. Temporal evolution of (a) the acoustic pressure p at 10 cm of the
opening of the tube and (b) the temperature Tc and Th at both extremities of the
stack. The vertical gray line shows the moment just after the extinction of the
sound, when the engine has been moved from the hotplate to the workbench. After
a instant, the short engine starts to sing again. The first ten minutes of heating
have been compressed in the representation, the change of slope at t = 600 s in
the hot temperature is due to the change of temporal scale.

5. Conclusion

Two demonstrators of thermoacoustic engine have been presented. Based on very
simple configurations built from largely available materials, they allow to demonstrate
the principle of self-sustained oscillations by thermoacoustic amplification. The
construction of such devices is well-suited for under-graduate student’s project, and it
provides a very demonstrative way to prove that sound can be generated from heat.
They are also a basis for further experimental studies.

First of all, parameters which influence the thermoacoustic amplification can be
investigated empirically in order to improve the acoustic pressure generated (a basic
modelling of the device can even be made using the freely available software DELTA-
EC [22] developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory). For example, the influences
of the stack position along the resonator, of the geometry or material of the stack
can be studied. The sound frequency emitted can also be explored by changing the
resonator length. The study of the impact of these two parameters can be the starting
point to design a thermoacoustic organ pipe [23]. Such a musical instrument can be
built by using several resonators of different length, each resonator corresponding to
one note.

Secondly, these demonstrators can serve to highlight the interest of thermoacous-
tic engine in an industrial point of view. Hence, the acoustic power generated by the
engine can be converted into electric energy by using an alternator (like a loudspeaker
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functioning as a linear alternator [24], a bi-directional turbines [25], or a piezoelectric
transducer [26]) or into heat energy by using a thermoacoustic heat-pump [27]. The
heat energy source provided by the flame can also be replaced by a parabolic solar
dish concentrating the sun’s rays on the hot side of the stack.

Finally, more academic experiments for pedagogical demonstrations can also
be imagined to explore the use of a thermoacoustic oscillator as a specific kind of
autonomous, dynamical system. For instance, the coupling of several oscillators[28,
29], or the forcing of a thermoacoustic oscillator by an external sound source [30] leads
to synchronisation phenomena and other nonlinear processes (quenching, chaos [31]).
Therefore, thermoacoustic oscillators could be used advantageously for pedagogical
purposes in a class devoted to dynamical systems.
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